
Hungary Ready to bear Fruit 

 
With price rises and shortages of some key grape varieties like Pinot Grigio across 
Europe this year, Hungary is looking well placed to regain some ground in the UK.  
At the same time, the new wine marketing office may actually have some long 
overdue funds to promote Hungarian wine too.  Caroline Gilby MW takes a look to 
see if 2008 is the year for Hungary? 
 
It was back in 2005 that I first wrote in Harpers that Hungary may be about to turn 
the corner – when the establishment of the “Bormarketing” office (“Bor” is Hungarian 
for wine) was announced.  Various political issues and delays with putting legislation 
in place conspired against any rapid progress, and it wasn’t until December 2007 
that the first instalment of the sales levy was collected. Richard Nemes (Director, 
Bormarketing) explains “Hungarian winemakers are now obliged to pay a 
contribution of HUF 8 (EUR 0.03) per litre; the revenue will be spent on marketing 
(60% = approx. EUR 3 million) and quality control (40%).”  He adds “the marketing 
budget will be used for domestic (80%) as well as international promotion (20%).”  
He admits that “the export budget is tiny, so we are only planning cost-effective 
projects in a limited number of markets, and that includes the UK.” Alongside this, 
The Agricultural Marketing office AMC is supporting the annual tasting in London on 
March 4th, and smaller producer groups like Pannon Wine Guild and Tokaji 
Renaissance continue with their own promotional efforts.  Sadly, there’s little sign yet 
of the united front the country so desperately needs, though perhaps this is an 
understandable legacy in a country still relishing its freedom from enforced 
collectivism. 
 
The White Stuff 
In the UK, Hungary’s share has dropped to just 0.5% of the market, though Nielsen 
data (MAT w/e 29.12.07) show an increase in average bottle price from £3.46 to 
£3.59.  Louise Hartley of Bottlegreen reports “Riverview recently reported volume 
growth of 22%, with even better value growth figures of 25.4%.” and added 
“Riverview Chardonnay Pinot Grigio is one of Asda's best performing 3 for £10 lines 
for over a year now, earning a permanent place in the specially branded bays.”  
Catherine Roffey (E. European buyer, Morrisons) also reports strong performance for 
Hungary “Our Monte Capella brand has stood the test of time and has bucked the 
national trend.  Pinot Grigio is most successful but we’ve extended with a dual 
varietal Pinot Grigio/Chardonnay.”  Roffey credits the success to “a marriage of 3 
aspects: the presentation is very fresh and clean; the varietal is buoyant across the 
world and price point is kept competitive.”  The Italian-like presentation may be a 
factor in initial purchases, but Roffey is certain that “customers do read the label 
once they get home, and they do know it’s from Hungary. Their priority is how it 
tastes.”  Hemant Kotecha (MD Myliko) believes “People are more looking for grape 
first, then price before country of origin.”  For Samantha Caporn at Direct Wines 
“The biggest seller is still our Campanula Pinot Grigio and I think it is selling well due 
to a number of factors but primarily the grape variety, good packaging and tasty 
liquid. I honestly don't think the country is a large contributory factor.” She adds 
“The origin certainly doesn't seem to turn anyone off and yet it is hard to say if it is a 
pull factor in its own right.” Eva Keresztury (Hilltop winery) points out “naturally, 
Pinot Grigio is an important varietal now, as we can offer it at better value than now 
Italians do.” 
 



Other Strings 
There are more strings to Hungary’s bow than just Pinot Grigio.  Kotecha comments 
“Sauvignon Blanc is also gaining popularity and Gruner Veltliner is a grape that 
Hungary does well – we’re selling quite a bit to Direct Wines.”  Caporn confirms that 
“the grape variety and advantageous pricing over Austria are key.”  Sparkling wines 
from Hungary are also doing well where listed.  Nick Room at Waitrose reports that 
Chapel Hill sparkling “sells well because it's a good wine that we have stocked for a 
long time, giving it a following, and the range will be supplemented with a de-
alcoholised version in March.”  Hungary appears to be in a good position to capitalise 
on this trend for lower alcohol wines and Myliko has recently launched two varieties, 
made by picking earlier.  There’s a Sauvignon Blanc (already listed at Direct Wines) 
and a Gruner Veltliner too.  Kotecha is confident that “Hungary has a great 
advantage with whites while there’s such a shortage in Europe - we have good 
quality and enough supply.” For Roffey “it will be interesting to see what happens 
across Europe with pricing … I would like to think that Hungary can benefit.” 
 
Premium Positioning   
There’s little doubt in my mind that Hungary does now produce some world-class 
and genuinely exciting wines.  These are not an easy sell to export markets, due to 
often eye-watering prices they can obtain at home, and the perception in the west 
that Eastern Europe is still all about cheap wines.  However there are now some 
chinks of light.  Astrum Wines now distributes Weninger and Bruno Besa says “The 
wines are truly outstanding.  We are planning to present to the on-trade and 
independent merchants.”  Alan Ponting of Wines of Westhorpe sees e-commerce as 
the way forward “it would be great to create such a demand that small quantities of 
top wines could sell, though it’s not easy in the teeth of so much supermarket 
competition and pressure from suppliers on price.”  Lucien Llanci 
(Hungarianfoodandwine.com) agrees and has just relaunched his website, adding 
wines from top producers like Bock, St Andrea, Megyer and Beres to his portfolio.  As 
for the on-trade, Jean Pierre Rabaste of Top Selection says “Representing Szepsy is 
an absolute blessing for us … the wines are of a fantastic level of quality, so it’s a 
pleasure to show them.”  He adds “Szepsy has led the way for Hungary, and I think 
he will inspire winemakers for quite some time … he definitely put Hungary on the 
map as white wine country.” 
 
Tokaji Trials 
It’s impossible to write about Hungary without mentioning Tokaji where both the 
new wave of excellent, terroir-driven, dry wines and modern late-harvest “sweeties” 
are appealing to wider audiences.  As Nick Room says “Tokaji continues to intrigue, 
and I am about to cover a few more styles from there.”  A programme called “Tokaji, 
off the beaten track” has been running in 41 restaurants in Hungary pouring Tokaji 
by the glass.  Izabella Zwack of Tokaji Dobogó says “it’s proving incredibly successful 
and later in the year I would like to continue in London and New York.”    
 
All in all, Hungary looks well-placed to take a big leap forward in the UK this year. It 
does need both its big volume brands to create the category, and deliver both quality 
and value, and the top-enders for image.  It would be great to see Hungarian 
producers working together properly and for the country to finally get the generic 
support it needs.  As Kotecha says, “Hungary does need a strong generic body to 
speak for Hungarian wines and get more coverage in the press.”  


